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Abstract  

Over time, the project managers' attention, to find a schedule baseline that completes the 

project with all its constraints, has increased. So far, various methods have been developed to 

schedule the project and achieve the shortest completion time. This paper extends the work made 

by Acebes et al. (2021). They integrate project risk management into project scheduling and select 

the best scheduling method according to the final risk of each schedule. This paper applies a 

different method to make project activities' duration time stochastic and calculate the project total 

risk to select the best project scheduling method. 
 کند، لیتکم شیهاتیکه پروژه را با تمام محدود بندیزمانمبنا  کی افتنی یبرا رانیبا گذشت زمان، توجه مد

. ه استدداده شتوسعه  ،زمان اتمام نیترهبه کوتا یابیپروژه و دست یبندزمان یبرای یهاروشتاکنون است.  افتهی شیافزا

 تیریمدپروژه،  هایاحتمالی کردن زمان فعالیتبا ها آن دهد.یرا گسترش م( ۲۰۲۱)و همکاران  بسسآ مقاله کار نیا

. یندنماینتخاب ما روشهر  یینها سکیرا با توجه به ر یبندروش زمان نیکنند و بهتریادغام م بندیزمان بارا  سکیر

انتخاب  یبرا هکل پروژ سکیپروژه و محاسبه ر یهاتیکردن مدت زمان فعال یتصادف یبرا یمقاله از روش متفاوت نیا

 کند.یاستفاده م یروش زمان بند نیبهتر
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1- Introduction  
So far, various methods for project scheduling have been proposed by researchers. In addition to 

finding the shortest project completion time (PCT) for the project, these methods should be capable to 

overcome other constraints imposed by managers and other stakeholders [1]. Since we need tools to 

select the most appropriate scheduling method, techniques such as schedule baseline have been applied 

[2], but Acebes et al. (2021) introduced a new method called risk baseline. 

Rezaei Nik et al. (2011) states that since most projects are carried out in dynamic environments, 

uncertainty and risk are the project's inherent characteristics. He points out that the project schedule 

seeks to optimize the objective function, as well as meet various project constraints. These two areas, 

risk management and project schedule management are often considered separately, which means that 

we do not reach our goal properly. Therefore, he suggests that these two areas be merged [3]. In 

projects where all constraints have been satisfied, in the case that they have the same PCT, the 

application of the risk baseline technique can be very helpful. 
Risk is an uncertainty that if happens, will affect the PCT [4]. Because of the relationship between 

risk and uncertainty, we integrate uncertainty into the duration of  project activities to calculate project 

total risk. 
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They defined the schedule risk baseline (SRB) to calculate the risk of a project scheduled with 

different scheduling methods with the same PCT for a particular project [1]. It shows the level of 

project risk. Then they introduced the concept of schedule risk value (SRV) to calculate project total 

risk for different schedules with the same duration. The lower the SRV, the lower the project risk and 

the more appropriate schedule. To do this, they have added uncertainty to the duration of project 

activities [1].  
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methodology utilized in this 

study. Section 3 deals with the discussion about the case study. Finally, section 4 concludes the paper 

and recommends some areas for future research. 
 

2- Methodology 
 At the start point of the project since no activity has not started, the total risk of the project is the 

highest. As the project continues, the uncertainty and risk decrease until the amount of risk reduces to 

zero at the end of the project  [۱.]  

This paper considers Beta distribution for activity duration time and uses three time estimations of 

optimistic, most likely and pessimistic for the cited duration time. 
The SRB for each schedule method is calculated at the start, middle and end control points and the 

SRB graph is obtained by connecting these points. To do this, from the intended control point to the 

end of the project, for activities that have not yet been completed the variance of PCT is taken as the 

risk of the project calculated with the help of Monte Carlo simulation. It's assumed that the project has 

progressed according to the plan up to that particular control point. 

By calculating the area under the SRB curve, the SRV value is obtained. This procedure is applied 

to all project scheduling methods that have the same PCT. The SRV provides useful information on 

the certainty of completing the project paying attention that activities are uncertain from start to their 

end [1]. The schedule with the lowest SRV is less risky and selected as the most appropriate option 

[1]. Finally, it should be noted that the first end time determined for the project is with respect to the 

deterministic duration of activities, hence when the uncertainty is added to the duration of activities 

and simulation is run, PCT changes slightly. It should be noted that different scheduling methods 

should have the same beginning and end times. 

 

3- Discussion 
We use MPSPLib. In this library, for different projects, different scheduling methods are 

provided. For our case study, Project 6 is selected which is scheduled with different methods according 

to the project constraints. 
PCT=71 is selected. Because the activities are deterministic, uncertainty is incorporated into the 

duration of the activities with a Beta distribution function. For each method, the start, middle and end 

control points of Monte Carlo simulation are run and the variance of the project time is calculated for 

activities have not yet been completed. From the control point to the end of project. These points are 

connected and the SRB graph is plotted for that schedule. 
At the start of the project, variance is high. At the end of the project, because all activities are 

completed and deterministic, it is zero. In figure 1, the SRB graph of the first method can be seen, 

which starts from 8.021 and ends at zero at the end of the project time. For the remaining methods, the 

figures are drawn in the same way. 
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Fig. 1- Schedule Risk Baseline (SRB) for CMAS/ES method. 

 

The SRV index is calculated, which represents the project total risk. Then these indices are 

compared and the method with less SRV is selected as the most appropriate method. Figure 2 

demonstrates relevant graphs. Table 1 summarizes the simulation results for the four scheduling 

methods for mp_j30_a2_nr1 project from MPSPLib. 

 
Table 1- Simulation results for mp_j30_a10_nr1 project. 

Method SRV Average of PCT (Day) 

CMAS/ES 229.791 71.5 

WPR-GA 238.555 72.63 

ACO+SMT 250.884 72.5 

PSGSMINSLK 242.4734 72.25 

 

Then, for comparison, the average PCT and SRV are plotted. Figures 2-3 denote such comparison. 
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Fig. 2- Schedule risk value of different scheduling methods.  

 

 
Fig. 3- Average PCT of each scheduling method. 

 

It can be easily seen that scheduling with the method CMAS/ES has the lowest amount of SRV, so 

in terms of risk baseline, it is the best scheduling method. This method also has the lowest average 

PCT, which makes it more suitable than the other methods. The remarkable result is that the method 

WPR-GA has longer average PCT than the third and fourth methods, but at the end, it is seen that its 

SRV is lower than the other two methods.  

Although all methods have nearly the same PCT with small differences, method WPR-GA is 

much better to be selected after CMAS/ES because it has less SRV and difference in risk can impose 

more costs on the organization than a minor difference in completion time. 
 

4- Conclusions and future works 
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Schedule baseline or cost baseline has been applied for project planning for a long time, but over 

time, a new concept called risk baseline was introduced by researchers, which states that when you use 

different methods of project scheduling and you get the same project completion time, the project risk 

should be considered to choose the best scheduling method.  

Since uncertainty is associated with risk and most of the activities of a project are dynamic, it is 

better to calculate the project risk for them. uncertainty concerned in the literature, proposed by 

Acebes et al. (2021) is taken in the current paper. This paper applies Beta distribution for activity 

duration time and uses three time estimations of optimistic, most likely and pessimistic for the cited 

duration time. By applying Monte Carlo simulation, the schedule risk baseline graph is plotted for each 

of the different scheduling methods and by calculating the area under the graph, the schedule risk 

value is found, which represents the total risk of project. 

schedule risk value helps the project managers to choose the schedule that has the least risk. 

Consequently, it facilitates them to choose a project scheduling method which has the advantage of 

completing the project with maximum confidence. 
Project 6 from mpsplib was selected and risk baseline methodology was applied to it. Method 

CMAS/ES has the lowest schedule risk value and average project completion time among others, 

which made it the best scheduling method. Among the other three methods, despite method WPR-GA 

has not the least project completion time, it has the lowest schedule risk baseline which makes it the 

best method among the 2 other ones. 

This study can be extended to some research areas. Different case studies with specifications 

mentioned in this paper can be made.  It is possible to obtain more accurate and newer indicators to 

satisfy the needs of project.  
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